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2017 World Ski Patroller Survey
Introduction
Welcome to the results of the 2017 World Ski Patroller Survey. Now in it’s third year, we have our ﬁrst
opportunity to look at trends from the three years of data. It’s always a work in progress and we ﬁnd it very
interesting reading, and hope you do too. We hope you will continue to support this survey in 2018, to build
out the knowledge available on Ski Patrolling.

Contact
You can read more about the World Ski Patroller Survey, sign up for notiﬁcations and purchase previous years
reports on our website www.medic52.com/survey
Author: Duncan Isaksen-Loxton
Email: hello@medic52.com
AUS: +61 (2) 800 65 082
USA: +1 (530) 563 6532

Executive Summary
In all we received 2582 responses from patrollers in 26 countries; 1783 Volunteers and 799 Paid (part and
full time). The largest populations to respond were Canada, France and the United States.
Ski Patrollers continue to show up to work to help people, and the desire to help guests educate themselves
remains a key theme. Multiple fatal avalanches in France over the last few years are driving a desire to see
more Avalanche Awareness to guests, whilst also driving legislation to keep Patrollers safe by wearing Air
Bag systems, or mandatory safety gear.
Our respondents are however still pressed to ﬁnd money to purchase gear for work, displaying a strong need
for their employer or national body to assist with pro-deals on equipment that is not supplied for them.
www.medic52.com
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We see that opinion has changed in the United States to education over protection, where Mandatory Helmet
use is now not as high a priority as lessons and gaining perspective on ability. The French have long agreed
with this, but all other countries believe helmets are a higher priority.
The major issues around Ski Patrolling continue to be rate of pay for Paid patrollers, and recruitment/
retention for Volunteers. This is backed by a common desire to be able to help guests more effectively with
more up to date gear and equipment.
These pressures continue to evolve with the affordability of living increasing, especially in a ski town, the
need to supply much of their own essential gear for work, and no signiﬁcant pay changes should mean that
the overall numbers of patrollers looking to continue in the profession is shrinking.
Despite all these pressures, Ski Patrollers seem to be likely to continue, they love their work, and enjoy
helping guests in the best oﬃce in the world.

Thanks to our supporters

About Medic52
Medic52 is a seamless integrated suite of tools for modern compliance, risk and incident management.
This suite of tools enables ski area managers to stay on top of the daily life of the ski patrol. The web &
mobile based systems offer detailed analysis of incidents through trends and patterns; incident reporting;
stock management of medical drugs & explosives; rostering, training, asset management and internal
communication.
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Results
Who are you & where are you from?
2582 responses were received from 26 countries. These are grouped together by the numbers from each
country, with Australia/New Zealand, Canada, France, Italy, Serbia, Sweden and United States having the
highest representation. Smaller representations are grouped into Other - Europe and Other (rest of world).
96% of our respondents were active Ski Patrollers in 2017 and we cut out any that have not been on patrol
in the last 5 years.

What is your working arrangement?
We can’t provide our results as a proportion of total Ski Patroller population in each country because that
information doesn’t appear to exist in any concrete form.
France and Sweden have gained some volunteers where previously there have been none, whilst Italy, USA
and Canada had the highest proportion of volunteer respondents. Serbia is the exception in Europe as they
are only Volunteers.
76% of the US participants are Volunteers - down 5%, while the non US population is up by 15% to 58%
Volunteer.

www.medic52.com
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Do you work both northern and southern hemisphere winters?
In 2017 our respondents base has had a decline in overseas work, from 3.6% down to 2% who work a second
season. Of those that have patrolled their ‘off’ season, the bulk of respondents come from Australia, New
Zealand, USA and France in raw terms, but as a percentage of their respective countries they are very small.
New Zealand is the best at accepting foreign workers.

How old are you right now?
Our population has declined in every age category except for 55+ since the ﬁrst survey. The USA pushes up
the average age signiﬁcantly, where over 63% of patrollers are over 44 years old.
Paid patrollers tend to be younger with an average age of 42. Volunteers tend to be older with our population
average at 52 years. Removing the aged US respondents the average Paid age is reduced to 39, and Volunteers
to 45 years old.

The average age without the US population is evenly spread, with 59% in the 1544 age range. The US demographics push this down to 34% with their older population.
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The average age without the US population is evenly spread, with 55% in the 15-44 age range. The US
demographics push this down to 37% with their older population.

Age of patrollers by Country

www.medic52.com
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How many years have you worked on patrol?
Evidence of age vs experience shows that the most experience in the US is also with the older generations
with 74% of patrollers at 45 years or older, and of those 53% have 10 or more years experience.
Outside the US the signiﬁcant numbers exist in 25-34 years with 2-5 years experience.

There is a marked downward trend of new patrollers completing the survey, with only 6-20 year patrollers
increasing slightly.
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Do you work on summer patrol activities? e.g. special events,
public event, mountain bike patrol?
The trends toward summer activities in mountain resorts is not being reﬂected in our respondents - in fact
we have reduced the number of Patrollers involved in summer operations by 3% in paid staff, and volunteers
remain steady.
The biggest change is Canada where 35% (+8%) of respondents are working on summer operations.

www.medic52.com
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What role do you perform on a daily basis?
Not surprisingly the majority of our respondents are non management positions. Due to the wide range of job
titles and interpretation we have normalised the variety of responses into a set of standard roles.

Paid Patrol: How much are you paid per hour?
There are a wide variety of qualiﬁcations, because of geographical differences and work environment
requirements. The most common is an essential Ski Patrol qualiﬁcation to be able to work on hill.
The majority of Avalanche mitigation and control work qualiﬁcations are held by Paid patrollers, this is largely
due to the time required for training and the insurance / risk involved. There is no statistical link between
these qualiﬁcations and a higher rate of pay that relates to the higher level of risk & education.
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How many days do you work / volunteer on patrol in a year?

No surprises here in that Paid staff work the most numbers of days in a year. The majority however has
shifted up one bracket into the 101-250 days in a season indicating an increase in job security.

Paid Patrol: How much are you paid per hour?
There is a slightly larger range of salaries reported in 2016 to 2015. The trend however remains the same Australia /New Zealand Patroller’s are the best paid. The USA has made a small improvement with a higher
average in 2017, and overtakes Sweden, with France coming in just behind.
The mean rate per hour across the population is up $14.04/hour (2016 $13.93 & 2015 $14.31), with the
lowest reported at $4.90/hour in Romainia (2016 $5.54/hour & 2015 $7.15/hour) up to $37.00/hour in the
USA (2016$34.26/hour & 2015 $33.00/hour).
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When compared to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) we can see that the cost of living has moved back to 2015
levels for for Australians & Canadians. The Swedish are suffering from a 7% year on year rise in CPI, coupled
with a matched reduction in average pay over the period increasing the pay gap.
The USA are the most in touch with CPI, growing wages 2% over the period.
(reference http://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/rankings_by_country.jsp)

Pay generally increases with experience (measured in years on patrol), however in all markets the decline in
rate of pay is unchanged at the 41 year mark. The rate of pay also declines for our 55-64 year olds, and this
would be about the right age for lifelong Paid Patrollers reaching a 41 year career.

www.medic52.com
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Paid Patrol: Are you a member of a unionized patrol?
2016 was the ﬁrst year we asked about Unionization given it has been a signiﬁcant topic in the USA. The
usual view of Ski Patrol is that it’s a casual, unskilled employment and therefore attracts comparatively
low national wages despite signiﬁcant investment in education and training. Therefore the formation of a
union allows a larger voice to be heard within the parent company and legal framework to negotiate better
conditions and pay.
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Paid Patrol: Do you believe a unionized workplace assists in
better pay and working environment?
Of the respondents in a Union the overwhelming majority favour that it has provided better pay and working
environments for them whilst being a Ski Patroller. Those that are not in a union have increased marginally
in favour of unions.

Do you ......... on patrol?
The majority of our Ski Patrollers choose to work on alpine/downhill skis. There is a signiﬁcant difference is
in the use of snowmobiles, this could be insurance or availability related. 2017 sees a signiﬁcant decline in
Snowboard Patrollers down 4%.

What gear do you use on Patrol, and who pays for it?
2017 sees an increase in avalanche safety gear being supplied by the employer/resort. Avalanche Beacons
Paid Patrollers up 9%, Volunteer 2%.
More than 25% of Paid Patrollers have to purchase their own uniform, but the same number also get skis/
board provided.
www.medic52.com
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Estimate how much of your own money do you spend on gear,
each year
Australia top’s the big spenders with an average $100 more than the USA, this could be because of exchange
rate, or because product is simply more expensive to to smaller market and shipping/taxes. Sweden get
provided the most gear by their employer and so spend the least of their own money for equipment, leaving
them better off overall.

Full time patrollers spend more on gear than part-timers, and part-timers spend more than volunteers.
Perhaps this is simply because of the amount of use of the gear used. This trend occurs independent of
country.
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Do you use a mobile/cell phone for Ski Patrol work?
We are seeing an upward trend in Ski Patrollers using their own smartphones for work purposes. this rise
continues and we are now 14% up on 2015 numbers.
This growth looks to have come from a decline in phones provided for work purposes, a decline of 14% since
2015. Both Italy and Sweden are well equipped with work phones supplied to 45% of the respondents.
The lack of subsidy for employees to use their own device shows our participant resorts are behind other
industries in mobile Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) strategy. With nearly +90% of participants owning a
smartphone this continues to be a key area for employee satisfaction.

www.medic52.com
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Do you own a smartphone?
Android outnumbers Apple in France and Serbia, while Australia and the USA are Apple fans. We see that
less than 8%of patrollers do not have a smartphone, the greatest proportion of these are France. Of the age
ranges, not surprisingly the 65+ category own the least number of smartphones.
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How many patrollers at your resort?
Large resorts with 75+ Ski Patrollers are dominated by the USA with Australia close behind. Canada has 60%
of it’s population in the 0-50 Patroller size.
Italy, Serbia and Sweden are intimate operations with less than 25 Ski Patrollers in 86% of their operations.
55% of our Paid respondents come from teams of less than 50, and 41% of Volunteers have numbers of over
75 in their memberships.

Does your Ski Patrol use a centralized dispatch?
Italian and Serbian Volunteers are the most likely to operate with a central dispatch, while 100% of French
Paid Patrollers operate under a central dispatch.

www.medic52.com
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Do you have a medical centre in resort?
60% of our population have Patrol based facilities, without a doctor on staff. 16% have no facilities for medical
aid. Volunteers are most likely to work with no facility for patient care, whilst paid are more likely to have a
Doctor, Pain Relief and XRay on site. Canada and Italy are the least well equipped for facilities with medical
staff, and opt mostly for Patrol based facilities. Australia/NZ & Serbia are the best equipped for on site
medical care.

Do you have a medical centre in resort - by country

Does your Patrol respond to out of bound rescues?
More than half of Patrollers will respond to a distress call out of resort boundaries. But this is more likely to
be true for Paid Patrollers (68%). The US, Canada & Italy are the least likely to venture outside the boundary;
this is likely a combination of terrain/accessibility, risk, insurance / legal issues and the availability of other
agencies to attend.
An astonishing 44% of Volunteers who respond to out of bounds rescues are NOT insured for an injury on
patrol. This is a signiﬁcant factor in the personal risk to reward equation for each Volunteer.

www.medic52.com
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Are you required (by your employer, patrol or by law) to wear
safety gear?
Only 25% of Patroller’s say their resort requires them to wear a helmet, but the perception of safety, and the
importance of giving guests the right message means 66% wear them voluntarily. Volunteer patrollers are
more likely to wear a helmet.
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Avalanche safety gear numbers are much lower, presumably due to the terrain that our respondents work
within. Air Bag Systems (ABS) were ﬁrst asked in 2016, and the numbers shifted in 2017 in favour of wearing.
carrying equipment by 10%. The signiﬁcant trend here is the use of Probe & Transceiver even though they
are not required. ABS systems have been widely adopted in Sweden and France, with legislation pushing the
French Patroller adoption (25% wearing it all the time). Sweden has the highest voluntary adoption.

www.medic52.com
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Do you or have you suffered from an injury sustained whilst
patrolling?
We have had a drop in the number of our respondents who have never had an injury on patrol to 78%.
However, put this in perspective our patrollers report an combined approximate of 1.8 million days on patrol
over their lifetimes. These days may not all be on snow so making a comparison to a published accident rate
wouldn’t be fair. We would hope Ski Patrollers are safer than those that they rescue and these numbers lean
towards that conclusion.
Paid respondents are more likely to get an injury compared to Volunteers. Given the higher volume of days
(Paid Full time do almost 4x the days per year of Volunteers) this simply creates a better chance of injury.
Highest injury is a Knee 14% followed by Frostbit/Frostnip and Wrist/Hand/Fingers at 11%.
Mental Health related issues are most prevalent in Sweden at 29%, with the average from other countries at
14%.
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Volunteers: Are you covered for medical costs or salary for
your normal career as a result of injury on Patrol?
Italy tops the table for Volunteers with 73% coverage for insurance when providing services as a Volunteer
Ski Patroller.

Volunteers: Do you hold a voluntary position with your
regional or national governing body? - by country
Italian, and Canadian respondents are most likely to also help run their organisations. All 3 Swedish Volunteers
responded that they have assisted or currently assist in the running of the organisation.
Most position holders are happy with Ski Patrol in general, but about 5% of those respondents in France &
Canada are not happy (satisfaction score of 1-6), and this could cause some instability in these organisations.
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What could your national patrol organisation do more of, for
you?
The most popular answer was to assist with better pro-deals for equipment (not in Sweden where lot’s of
equipment is provided by the employer).
France follows this up with lobbying for better pay where the education system is strong but little industry
support for Ski Patroller’s exist.
The price of education and variety is consistently the second and third areas where our respondents would
like to see improvements. Finding ways to deliver more, for less, is the key challenge here - perhaps through
restructuring where the revenue to pay for the education comes from.

www.medic52.com
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What public safety initiative would you like to bring to your
resort?

Given the high proﬁle events in France over the past few seasons it is no surprise to see our French Ski
Patroller’s hoping to see more Avalanche education provided to the public. The French and United States
agree that Mandatory Helmets are a lower priority to the promotion of lessons and awareness of ability as a
way to prevent injury.
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What is your number one problem you would like to solve on
patrol
The major issues are unchanged, Pay and Recruitment/Retention still play. In Serbia the biggest issue is
equipment, with France looking for Pay & Recognition. The USA And Canada struggle with recruitment, whilst
Sweden and Italy look to improve their skill sets with more training.

www.medic52.com
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What could your boss, patrol or resort do to make you more
effective on patrol?

The big trends in 2017 were to support and improve. Support Ski Patroller’s to be able to provide a better
service, and improve equipment and facilities so they are able to provide that service.
Shift ﬂexibility is an issue that comes out here. Seasonal workers often don’t get beneﬁts and are rostered
on set days for the entire season. this can cause issues if medical or other personal admin tasks are required
but they do not match up with the provider schedule.
Communication with management and improving relationships to other mountain departments are also
areas for improvement.

What’s the BEST thing about being a ski patroller?
Motivation for being a Ski Patroller remains constant from 2015/16. 39% of patrollers most value helping
people in need (this is particularly true of volunteers). Italy top the countries for kindness with 84%.
26% value the team they work with (again more volunteers) with the Serbia loving their co-workers the most
(30%).
Paid rank the Best oﬃce to work in (33%) signiﬁcantly higher than Volunteers (11%), and Sweden ranking the
oﬃce the best feature (55%). Given this is the primary place of work we can understand the need for a great
oﬃce.
No respondent cited equipment Pro-Deals as one of the great reasons to be a Patroller.
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What’s the WORST thing about being a ski patroller?
Opinion is divided about the worst aspects of being a ski patroller, and the top ﬁve continue to be the consistent
issues over three years.
However the top two issues (paperwork and pay) now take up 61% of the respondents.
For Volunteers the worst issue is paperwork (probably as they are doing it at work already), and the early
starts.
In France & Sweden the top complaint/struggle is ‘ﬁnding summer work’: France 47%, Sweden 39%. Sweden,
even being one of the better paid countries, with well subsidised equipment - rank pay as the biggest issue.
Australia/NZ have the greatest rate of pay but rank this as the greatest issue, however they also spend the
most on gear.

www.medic52.com
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How satisfied are you with your work as a ski patroller?
Patrollers were asked to rate their level of satisfaction of being a patroller on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being the
lowest (unsatisﬁed) and 10 being the highest. Love is score 9 - 10, Happy are 7-8 and Unhappy is 1-6.
Overall our respondents appear to be very happy with being Ski Patroller’s and that is increasing over time.
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How likely are you to continue being a ski patroller?
The Paid patrollers who indicated that they wouldn’t be returning put it down to pay. They simply cannot
sustain themselves on the wages provided. The reasons for volunteers included retiring/health, ski patrol
culture and issues relating to the management of ski patrol and the running of ski resorts.
Serbia is the most likely country to have maximum retention, with Sweden, France & Australia/NZ looking
most likely to lose Patrollers.

www.medic52.com
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Methodology
The survey was put together with input from Fédération Internationale des Patrouilles de Ski, Canadian Ski
Patrol, Australian Ski Patrol, National Ski Patrol, Svenska Skidanläggningars Organisation Skidpatrull,
Federazione Italiana Sicurezza Piste Sci, Patrullas de Ski de Chile, Gorska Služba Spasavanja Srbije and
the British Association of Ski Patrollers. The survey was distributed to the Medic52 mailing list, online, and
through social media. Some organisations also circulated it to their members. The survey was provided in
English, Italian & French. If you have resources and would like to help translating the survey for 2018 and
beyond, please let us know.
Analysis
To maintain relevancy we ignored any respondents who last patrolled prior to 2011. Due to volume
numbers by country, we had to group some together to get some meaningful results. After the ﬁrst 5
countries by respondents, we then grouped the remainder into ‘Other European’ countries, and ‘Other’ for
any left over. We also split a good few questions for analysis into volunteer vs paid, to see how life differs
between the sets, even though they often work side by side.
Notes
There is no way to qualify the responses are all ski patrollers, but from a review the responses we are
conﬁdent that there is no spam or dummy entries. Responses to ﬁnancial questions varied by currency, and
to get a consistent reading we adjusted all numbers to US Dollars, assuming that the number supplied was
in the patroller’s primary country currency. All responses were read, vetted and data cleaned for analysis.

www.medic52.com
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